1. All dimensions are in millimetres unless otherwise stated.

2. The installation should comprise of parts provided by the following manufacturers, other similar products must be approved before use:
   - BELISHA BEACON
   - SIMMONSIGNS - MODUDEC
     Pedestrian Crossing Beacon Assembly or
   - SIMMONSIGNS - MODUSHROUD Assembly
   - REFUGE BEACON
   - SIMMONSIGNS - MODUDEC REFUGE Beacon Assembly

3. Posts and foundation to be as Type 12 see Drg No 5D/12/1

4. Areas of the galvanised post requiring painting shall be abraded to ensure satisfactory application of an adhesion promoter, item 155, 2 wash prior to painting in accordance with series 1900 of the specification. Alternatively a paint system such as ‘Galvguard’ may be used. Alternative paint systems should be approved before use.